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ABSTRACT 

In this study, anatase crystalline TiO2 mesoporous films were was formed by anodizing of 

titanium specimens without annealing procedures. The specimens were anodized at 3 and 20 

V in 0.6 mol dm
−3

 K2HPO4 and 0.2 mol dm
−3

 K3PO4/glycerol electrolyte at 433 K. The 

obtained films had mesoporous structures with pore diameters as small as ~10 nm. The 

mesoporous film formed at 20 V without annealing (MP-20V) was a mixture of amorphous 

phase and nanograined anatase, which clearly showed strong <001> preferred orientation, 

whereas that at 3 V was completely amorphous. Even without annealing, the MP-20V showed 

high photocatalytic activities for decomposition of water and methylene blue. In contrast, the 

anodic TiO2 nanotube film formed in NH4F/ethylene glycol electrolyte revealed 

photocatalytic activities only after annealing at 723 K, because of the amorphous nature of the 

as-anodized nanotube film. The MP-20V film also showed superhydrophilicity with UV light 

irradiation. 
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1. Introduction 

TiO2 is one of the most famous photocatalysts and widely used for various applications 

such as photodecomposition techniques of water [1,2] and organic compounds [3,4], antifog 

materials [5], dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC) [6-8] and so on. In general, amorphous 

semiconductors have a lot of defects which often act as recombination centers of 

photogenerated carries [9,10]. Thus, it is quite important to prepare highly crystalline TiO2 

films. In addition, a high surface area of TiO2 is necessary for photocatalysts and DSSCs. 

TiO2 nanoparticles films are often formed by spin-coating, doctor-blading and sputtering 

methods. Recently, TiO2 nanotubular and nanoporous films prepared by anodizing of titanium 

specimens have much attention due to such unique structures, high surface area [11,12] and 

superior electron transport to that of TiO2 nanoparticle films [13,14]. The TiO2 nanotubular 

films have been formed by anodizing in organic electrolytes containing fluoride ions [11-14]. 

However, such anodic TiO2 nanotubular films are highly contaminated with fluoride and 

carbon species derived from the electrolyte, leading to amorphous structures. Therefore, 

post-annealing of the anodized specimens at elevated temperatures is indispensable for 

removing such impurities and crystallization of TiO2 nanotubes. If crystalline TiO2 

nanoporous films are prepared without annealing procedures, some heat-labile materials such 

as plastic sheets and ITO conducting glass can be used as new substrates. 
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More recently, in our previous report, titanium has been anodized in a hot glycerol 

electrolyte containing K3PO4 and K2HPO4 with reduced water content to grow relatively thick 

anodic TiO2 mesoporous films [15]. The pore diameters of the obtained TiO2 mesoporous 

films were in the range of 6 - 16 nm which were smaller than those of TiO2 nanotubes formed 

in organic electrolytes containing fluoride ions, leading to much large available surface area. 

In addition, the TiO2 mesoporous film contained only small amounts of impurities such as 

phosphate and was already crystallized to anatase structure just after anodizing at 20 V. The 

similar results were reported by other researchers [16-19]. Schmuki et al. reported that the 

self-organized TiO2 nanostructures such as nanotube, mesoporous, channel and fishbone 

structures were formed by anodizing in a hot glycerol containing only K2HPO4 at several 

voltages [17]. They also reported that the obtained TiO2 nanostructured films after annealing 

showed good performance for photodecomposition of organic compounds [18] and DSSCs 

[19]. However, there is no report on photocatalytic and photo-induced properties of the anodic 

TiO2 mesoporous films without annealing procedures. 

In this study, commercially pure titanium specimens were anodized in K2HPO4 and 

K3PO4/glycerol at 433 K, leading to formation of anatase crystalline TiO2 mesoporous film 

without annealing procedures. We revealed that the obtained TiO2 mesoporous film shows 

high photocatalytic activity for decomposition of water and organic compounds and 

photo-induced hydrophilicity. 
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2. Experimental 

The specimens used for anodizing were 99.5% pure titanium sheets of 0.5 mm thickness. 

Prior to anodizing, the specimens were electropolished in 1 mol dm
−3

 NaCl/ethylene glycol 

solution at 293 K at 20 V for 200 s and subsequently at 10 V for 600 s [20]. A titanium sheet 

was used as a counter electrode. Then, the electropolished specimens were anodized at 3 and 

20 V in a stirred glycerol electrolyte containing 0.6 mol dm
−3

 K2HPO4 and 0.2 mol dm
−3

 

K3PO4 at 433 K under a nitrogen atmosphere. The water content in the electrolyte was ~0.03 

mass%. A platinum sheet was used as a counter electrode. The films anodized at 3 and 20 V 

are denoted as MP-3V and MP-20V, respectively. For comparison, the electropolished 

titanium specimen was also anodized in 0.25 wt% NH4F and 1vol% water/ethylene glycol 

electrolyte at 60 V (denoted as NT) [21]. For evaluation of the effective surface area, the 

depth profile, photocatalytic activity and photo-induced hydrophilicity of the anodic films, the 

films of ~ 5 μm thickness were used. 

Surface and cross-section morphologies of the anodized specimens were observed using 

a scanning electron microscope (SEM) (JEOL, JSM-6500F) operated at 10 kV. Further, 

selected specimens were examined in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) (JEOL, 

JEM-2000FX) operated at 200 kV. Electron transparent sections, ∼20 nm thick, were 

obtained using ultramicrotomy. Depth profiles of the anodized specimens were obtained by a 

glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES) (Jobin-Yvon 5000 RF) in an argon 
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atmosphere of 600 Pa with application of RF of 13.56 MHz and power of 50 W. Light 

emissions of characteristic wavelengths were monitored throughout the analysis with a 

sampling time of 0.01 s to obtain depth profiles. The wavelengths of the spectral lines used 

were 365.350, 178.287, 130.217 and 165.701 nm for titanium, phosphorus, oxygen and 

carbon respectively. The signals were detected from a circular area of approximately 4 mm 

diameter. The chemical composition of the obtained films was also examined using energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) facilities equipped the SEM. In order to estimate the 

pore size and the effective surface areas in the anodic films, nitrogen gas 

adsorption/desorption isotherms (Bel Japan, Belsorp-max instrument) were measured at 77 K. 

The pore size distribution was analyzed using BJH method [22], which is useful for 

mesopores in the range of 2–50 nm size. The structure of the anodic films was identified by 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Rigaku, RINT-2000) using Cu Kα radiation. 

The current density (j) vs potential (E) curves of the anodized specimens for oxygen 

photoevolution were measured by using a normal three-electrode system. A platinum sheet 

and an Ag/AgCl/KCl(satd) electrode were used as a counter electrode and a reference 

electrode, respectively. The working electrodes were prepared by attaching an aluminum wire 

on the edge of the specimens with silver paste, followed by covering the surface with epoxy 

resin for insulation, except for an area of 1.0 × 1.0 cm
2
 in the center (all the current densities 

were calculated by using these geometrical surface areas). The electrodes were mounted in an 
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electrochemical cell having a quartz window, and UV irradiation was carried out by the 365 

nm band from a 500 W high-pressure xenon lamp(WACOM, HX-504), obtained by using of 

33U band-pass filter (ASAHI SPECTRA,UTVAF 50S-33U). The electrochemical 

measurements were carried out using commercial potentiostat (Princeton Applied Research, 

EG&G 263A) and potential programmer (Princeton Applied Research, Electrochemistry 

Power Suite). The intensity of the UV light was 60 mW/cm
2
 which was measured with a 

thermopile (NEO ARK, PM-335A). The electrolyte used for photo-induced water 

decomposition was deoxygenated 0.1 M HClO4 aqueous solution (pH 1.3). Applied potential 

was swept from -0.5 to 1.5 V vs Ag/AgCl/KCl(satd) with a potential-sweep rate of 50 mV s－
1
. 

In all of the experiments, special-grade chemicals were used without further purification. 

Deionized water purified with a Milli-Q water purification system was used in the present 

study. 

Photocatalytic activity for decomposition of an organic compound was evaluated on the 

basis of the decomposition of methylene blue (MB) in an aqueous solution. 10×10
-5

 mol dm
-3

 

MB aqueous solution was prepared and the anodized specimens were sintered in it. After 

stirring for 15 min without UV irradiation to reach the adsorption equilibrium, the anodized 

specimens were irradiated with UV light under the same condition as the j - E measurements 

and the 2 mL of the MB solution was collected every half hour. The photocatalytic activity 

was examined by monitoring the reduction of the absorbance at 665 nm. The 
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spectrophotometric measurements were carried out using a UV/Vis spectrometer (JASCO 

Corp., JASCO V-550). 

The wettability of the obtained specimens was evaluated by contact angle measurements 

for liquid droplets (2 μL) of water (Kyowa Interface Science Co., DM-CE1). UV irradiation 

was carried out by the 365 nm band using handy UV lamp (AS ONE, SLUV-8) for several 

hours.  

 

3. Results and discussion 

Fig. 1 shows the current transients of titanium during anodizing in hot 

phosphate/glycerol electrolytes containing 0.03% water at formation voltages of 3 and 20 V 

for 3.6 ks (MP-3V and MP-20V). In our previous report [15], thick anodic titanium oxide 

films can be formed on commercially pure titanium in the electrolyte containing little water. 

In this condition, the formation voltages of 3 or 20 V are rapidly attained during the initial 

period of anodizing. The initial current density at 20 V was larger than that at 3 V. Then, the 

current density decreases with anodizing time and the final current densities at both formation 

voltages were almost the same. The gradual current decrease in the anodic films with 

anodizing time are typical in the hot phosphate/glycerol electrolyte [23-26] , although porous 

anodic alumina films formed in aqueous acid electrolytes show a steady-state current density 

[27]. 
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Fig. 2 shows cross-sectional SEM observations of the (a) MP-3V and (b) MP-20V 

formed for 3.6 ks. From the inset images in Fig.2, the thickness of the MP-3V and MP-20V 

are 13.8 and 5.7 μm, whereas the current density of the later one during anodizing was higher 

than that of the former one. This is because the MP-20V was crystallized during anodizing 

(the details of it are described later), leading oxygen evolution at the crystalline grains [28]. 

The MP-3V film has cylindrical pores, which are normal to the metal/film interface, whereas 

the MP-20V has rather irregular pores. The formation voltage-dependent pore structures were 

also reported by other researchers [17], but the detail mechanisms of the mesoporous 

formation haven’t clarified yet. Those films showed good adhesion to the titanium substrates. 

Since the pore size was not clearly identified by the SEM observations, the pore size 

distribution has been examined using nitrogen gas adsorption/desorption isotherms. Each film 

thickness was 5 μm. Fig. 3 shows the pore size distributions of the MP-3V, MP-20V and the 

TiO2 nanotubes anodized in NH4F/ethylene glycol electrolyte at 60 V (NT) obtained from 

nitrogen adsorption isotherms. In this figure, Vp and dp denotes the pore volume and the pore 

diameter, respectively. The peak pore diameters of the MP-3V and MP-20V are not 

voltage-dependent, being ~10 nm. The similar result was reported in our previous paper [15]. 

Table 1 shows the BET roughness factors of the MP-3V and MP-20V together with the NT (5 

μm thickness). The BET roughness factors of the MP-3V and MP-20V are 1314 and 650, 

indicating that those values increased when the formation voltage decreased from 20 to 3 V. In 
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addition, the BET roughness factors of MP-3V and MP-20V are much larger than that of the 

NT. The smaller pore sizes and cell sizes of the MP-3V and MP-20V in comparison with 

those of the NT contribute to the higher roughness factors. 

Fig.4 shows GDOES depth profiles of the MP-3V (Fig. 4(a)) and MP-20V (Fig. 4(b)). 

The films are oxide-based, since the intensity ratio of oxygen to titanium was similar to TiO2 

film formed in an aqueous electrolyte. The oxygen source to form anodic films should be the 

water impurity in the electrolyte [27]. The films contain carbon species probably derived from 

ethylene glycol. The phosphorous is incorporated into the anodic films and the incorporation 

is also dependent upon the formation voltage. The phosphorus content in the MP-20V, 

examined by EDS, was ~2.1 at.% ([P]/([Ti]+[O]+[P])) while in the MP-3V, <0.5 at.% 

phosphorus was incorporated. Even in the MP-20V film, the phosphorous content was much 

lower than the fluorine content in the NT (~16.6 at% ([F]/([Ti]+[O]+[F]))). 

Fig.5 shows XRD patterns of the MP-3V and MP-20V, together with the NT annealed at 

723 K for 3 h. The XRD pattern of the MP-3V showed only broad diffraction halo between 20 

and 30º, apart from the intense substrate peaks, indicating that the MP-3V film was 

amorphous. In contrast, the sharp peaks due to the presence of anatase crystal appeared in the 

pattern of the MP-20V, even though the film was not annealed after anodizing. This result 

suggested that increasing of the formation voltage promoted crystallization of TiO2 films, 

whereas it was known that crystallization in the fluoride-containing organic and aqueous 
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electrolytes was not promoted. It is well known that electric field-induced crystallization of 

anodic TiO2 occurs at and above 5 V in aqueous electrolytes at ambient temperatures [28]. 

Similarly, the crystallization of anodic films on titanium appears to occur in the present 

organic electrolyte at an elevated temperature, when the formation voltage exceeds at ~5 V. 

Another remarkable feature of the MP-20V specimen is that the 004 peak anatase TiO2 is 

the strongest, whereas the most intense 101 peak for randomly oriented anatase is missing. 

Schmuki et al. also reported the formation of {001} oriented anatase nanoporous film in a hot 

K2HPO4/glycerol at 50 V [17]. The results imply that the formation of anatase mesoporous 

film with {001} preferred orientation is characteristic of the hot phosphate/glycerol 

electrolytes. 

    More detail structure of the MP-20V anodic film was examined by high resolution TEM 

(Fig. 6). Fig. 6 shows TEM images (Fig. 6 (a-b)) and the diffraction pattern (Fig. 6(c)) of the 

MP-20V, respectively. Fig. 6(a) discloses from the diffraction contrasts that the anodic film on 

titanium, which appears at the bottom of the micrograph, contained nanocrystals. From Fig. 6 

(b), it is obvious that the nanocrystals are surrounded by amorphous matrix. The spacing of 

the lattice fringes in the nanocrystals is 0.35 nm, corresponding to the spacing of (101) face of 

anatase. The size of nanocrystals is ~ 10 - 20 nm (see the areas circled by white lines in Fig. 6 

(b)). A selected area diffraction pattern, shown in Fig. 6(c), also reveals that the {001} face of 

anatase is coincidence with the growth direction of the anodic film. 
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    Fig. 7 shows j-E curves of the MP-3V without and with UV light irradiation, the 

MP-20V with UV light irradiation, together with that of the NT annealed at 723 K with UV 

light irradiation. All the anodic films used in this study were of ~ 5 μm thickness. In the case 

of the MP-3V, photocurrent was extremely small, indicating that photocatalytic activity for 

oxygen photoevolution was very low. This low activity for oxygen photoevolution may be 

caused by low crystallinity, because it is well known that amorphous structure has a lot of 

defects which act as the recombination centers of photogenerated carriers [9,10]. On the other 

hand, in the case of the MP-20V, the TiO2 mesoporous film shows good performance even 

without post-annealing. The saturated photocurrent density of the MP-20V is as high as that 

of the annealed NT. The high photocatalytic activity of the MP-20V must be induced by 

anatase crystalline nanocrystals contained in the film. In addition, Miraghaei et al. reported 

that good adhesion of the anodic TiO2 nanotubular films to the substrates improved the 

photoelectrochemical properties [29,30]. Therefore, the good adhesion of the MP-20V to the 

titanium substrates may also improve the photoelectorchemical performance. 

    The similar result was also obtained in photodecomposition of the organic compound. 

Fig. 8 shows the comparison of photocatalytic decomposition rates of MB for the MP-3V, 

MP-20V and NT annealed at 723 K. Assuming the first-order decomposition kinetics[31,32], 

ln(C/C0) is plotted as a function of photo-irradiation time, t. The rate of decomposition of MB 

on the MP-20V was much faster than that on the MP-3V due to the difference of crystallinity. 
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The photocatalytic activity of the MP-20V for MB decomposition was also as high as that of 

NT after annealing.  

    Fig. 9 shows the static contact angles of the MP-3V, MP-20V and NT surface for water. 

The water contact angles of both the MP-3V and MP-20V decreased to steady values within 

UV irradiation for 1 h. We can see that the contact angle of the MP-20V after UV irradiation 

was ~8º, whereas that of MP-3V was ~16º. Surfaces with a contact angle of less than 10º are 

called superhydrophilic [33], such that the MP-20V shows superhydrophilicity after UV 

irradiation. However, both film surfaces after UV irradiation show the contact angles higher 

than the surface of the UV-irradiated NT. Such difference may be caused by the difference of 

surface roughness and/or crystallinity of the TiO2 films. As shown in Table 1, the BET 

roughness factors of MP-3V and MP-20V are much larger than that of NT. It is well known 

that the surface roughness emphasizes the wettability in accord with the Wenzel model 

[33-35]. The model suggests that the contact angle of the rough hydrophilic surface such as 

TiO2 is smaller than that of smooth surface. Therefore, from points of view of the surface 

roughness, the contact angles of MP-3V and MP-20V are expected to be smaller than that of 

NT. On the other hand, as already mentioned in XRD and TEM results, we can see that the 

MP-3V was amorphous and the MP-20V was mixture of amorphous and anatase crystalline 

grains. There are a lot of reports on the photo-induced superhydrophilicity of TiO2 [36-39]. 

Masahashi et al. studied the superhydrophilicity of TiO2 films formed by anodizing in a 
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sulfuric acid electrolyte [36]. They reported that the water contact angle of the as-anodized 

film decreased with the formation voltage, whereas the anatase crystalline film after annealing 

exhibited further reduced contact angle. The O 1s XPS spectra of the films have a shoulder 

peak due to adsorption of hydroxyl groups and the intensity of the peak increases with 

annealing, suggesting that the surface of the annealed film interacts strongly with the 

hydroxyl groups. Therefore, they concluded that the enhancement in superhydrophilicity is 

closely related to the formation of highly crystallized anatase TiO2, which is obtained by 

increasing the formation voltage or the subsequent annealing. As mentioned above, in this 

study, the contact angle of NT after UV irradiation was smaller than those of MP-3V and 

MP-20V, even though the roughness factors of MP-3V and MP-20V were much larger than 

that of NT. Therefore, this result implies that the contact angle of these specimens after UV 

irradiation is mainly affected by the difference of crystallinity rather than that of surface 

roughness. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The TiO2 mesoporous film can be formed by anodizing of titanium specimens in the hot 

phosphate/glycerol electrolyte. Anatase phase with {001} preferred orientation to the 

direction of film growth is developed by anodizing at 20 V without post-annealing. The film 

formed at 20 V contains phosphate species incorporated from electrolyte, being probably 
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mainly incorporated in an amorphous matrix surrounding anatase nanocrystals. The 

as-anodized anatase TiO2 mesoporous film shows high photocatalytic activities for 

decomposition of water and methylene blue and superhydrophilicity. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Current transients of titanium during anodizing at 3 V (MP-3V) and 20V (MP-20V) in 

0.6 mol dm
−3

 K2HPO4 + 0.2 mol dm
−3

 K3PO4 glycerol electrolytes containing 0.03 

mass% water at 433 K for 3.6 ks. 

Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrographs of fractured cross-sections of the (a) MP-3V and (b) 

MP-20V specimens formed by anodizing for 3.6 ks. The insets are low magnification 

images of the cross-sections. 

Fig. 3. Pore size distributions in the MP-3V and MP-20V specimens with 5 μm-thick anodic 

films. The distributions were obtained from nitrogen adsorption isotherms at 77 K. 

Fig. 4. GDOES depth profiles of the (a) MP-3V and (b) MP-20V with 5 μm-thick anodic 

films. 

Fig. 5. X-ray diffraction patterns of the MP-3V and MP-20V specimens, together with the NT 

specimen annealed at 723 K in air for 3 h. Each film thickness is 5 μm. 
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Fig. 6. (a), (b) Transmission electron micrograph of ultramicrotomed sections of the MP-20V 

specimen and (c) Selected area electron diffraction patterns taken from the anodic 

films. The areas enclosed by white lines in (b) show the crystalline nanograins. 

Fig. 7. Cyclic voltammograms of the MP-3V and MP-20V specimens, together with the NT 

specimen annealed at 723 K in air for 3 h. Each film thickness is 5 μm.  

Fig. 8. Comparison of photocatalytic decomposition rates of methylene blue for the MP-3V 

and MP-20V specimens, together with the NT annealed at 723 K in air for 3 h. Each 

film thickness is 5 μm. 

Fig. 9. Contact angle of the MP-3V and MP-20V specimens, together with the NT specimen 

annealed at 723 K in air for 3 h as a function of UV-irradiation time. 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. BET roughness factor of MP-3V and MP-20V specimens, together with the NT 

specimen annealed at 723 K in air for 3 h. Each film thickness is 5 μm. 

Sample MP-3V MP-20V NT 

Roughness factor 1314 650 174 

Table 1. Y. Taguchi, et. al. 
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Fig. 3. Y. Taguchi, et. al. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Y. Taguchi, et. al. 
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Fig. 5. Y. Taguchi, et. al. 

 

Fig. 6. Y. Taguchi, et. al. 
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Fig. 7. Y. Taguchi, et. al. 
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Fig. 8. Y. Taguchi, et. al. 

 

Fig. 9. Y. Taguchi, et. al. 
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